of the most interesting observations was that of Watanabe and Takeda (26) who demonstrated that the gymnotid, Eigenmannia, shifts the frequency of discharge of its electric organ away from an imposed signal of comparable frequency.
By using this shift as a criterion of electroreception, they were able to report a threshold for the detecting system. Other examples of electroreceptor feedback to the electromotor system have been observed in Gymnotus (Z), in the electric eel, Electrobhorus electricus (14), and in Hypopomus (9), which show a burst of electric organ discharge when the environment is short circuited.
Feedback control of electric organ discharge presents an interesting case in which the sampling rate and perhaps the sensitivity of a sensory system can be self adjusted. When reflex responses and stimulus parameters are easily quantified as they are in studies on electric fish, one can arrive at useful threshold data from intact animals.
We ( 14)) and Gymnarchus (17).
An extensive study of the strongly circadian gymnotid, Gymnorhamphichthys hypostomus, as well as observations on Hypopomus artedi and Gymnotus carapo, was made by Lissmann and Schwassmann (23). The sandfish, Gymnorhamphichthys, is much more rhythmical in locomotion and burrowing than other gymnotids, and the frequency of its electric organ discharge parallels this behavior. In contrast to the other electric fish thus far examined, the sandfish showed a large daily variation in organ discharge frequency, ranging from a few Hz while resting in the sand during the day to near 100 Hz during the active phase in the dark. Indications of the endogenous nature of this rhythm were seen in its persistence under constant conditions, and in a free-running period of nearly 24 hr. Light was shown to be important, not only as an entraining agent, but also as a stimulus for evoking phase shifts.
Additional data on daily variations of discharge frequency .have been reported for the mormyrid Gnathonemus petersii, which shows a range of approximately 10 Hz, and which reaches a maximum frequency near the onset of darkness (16, 18) .
Imposed signals of similar frequency. Eigenmannia to imposed sine-wave stimulation is shown in Fig. 2 . The symbols (AR) and (AS) (after Watanabe and Takeda (26)) p re resent the change in frequency (AR) of the fish which occurred within a few seconds in response to a sine wave of frequency differing initially by (AS) Herz from that of the fish. During these observations the stimulus strength (peak-peak) in the chamber was 70 &cm.
For purposes of comparison, the fish's electroplaque discharge and the oscillator output to which the fish was responding are shown at the lower left of Fig. 2 When Sternarchus was examined in the same way, a similar response was sometimes obtained (Fig. 3) . In this experiment the voltage gradient along the chamber was 70 &cm.
A record comparing the fish discharge with the oscillator output is shown in the lower left of the figure. Sternachus shows a tendency, however, to emit high-frequency bursts, especially when stimulated with a frequency lower than its own; this may in part account for the vertical asymmetry of the response seen in Fig. 3 . In several cases there was no response at all to an imposed signal, particularly of higher frequency, but a AS of -10 Hz was usually effective. Threshold for the +r\R shift was considerably higher than that obtained for Eigenmannia, being of the order of 50 ,uv/cm. Several attempts were made to determine whether Hypo/~omus, like Sternarchs and Eigenmannia, could recognize and react to extraneous electrical pulses introduced into its environment.
Since the discharge of Hypopomus, unlike those of the other fish examined, did not resemble sine waves, the stimuli used in these experiments were of an especially fabricated waveform generated by two stimulators (Grass SDS> in series. One stimulator produced a positive square wave and simultaneously triggered the second stimulator to provide a negative pulse. A 0.2-mf capacitor across the output reshaped the square waves to resemble the organ discharge of the fish (Fig. 4) .
When low-intensity foreign pulses were presented to Hypopomus at slightly higher or lower frequencies than the electric organ discharge, the fish responded, but not in a predictable manner.
The response was an occasional burst of organ discharge or a momentary cessation of pulses which was seemingly unrelated to the stimulus strength or frequency.
There were indications, however, that the stimulus was effective in evoking a burst of organ discharge when in phase or nearly in phase with the fish's own pulse. In an effort to study this, the leading positive wave of the fish's discharge was used to trigger the stimulators, thus providing a constant phase relationship between the stimulus and the fish pulse. In some cases a function generator was also used in the circuit (Fig. 5) . Typically, Hypopomus gave no detectable response to stimuli below 50 mv peak-peak across the chamber as long as they followed the fish's organ discharge by 4-100 msec; that is, as long as the imposed pulse did not coincide with any part of the fish's discharge.
The threshold for these delays was between 53 and 80 mv across the chamber (3 -5 mv/cm), which was, however, well below the 170 IW (10 mv/cm) amplitude of the fish's own discharge.
When there was a delay of 0.2-l .O msec between the fish's discharge and the imposed pulse, a stimulus of 3 mv was adequate to produce a burst of activity. When the delay was increased to about 2 msec, allowing the positive wave of the stimulating pulse to coincide with the negative wave figure. of the organ pulse, the threshold stimulus fell to its lowest value of near 2 mv (120 &cm), which compares well with threshold values for electroreceptor discharge seen in Sternobygus by Bullock and Chichibu (4). Thus the threshold for evoking a reflex driving of the electromotor center from a coincidentally imposed pulse is only .04 of that needed when the stimulus arrives during the quiet period between organ discharges.
Efects of changing environmental resistance. Most of these observations were made 011 Hypopomus because its characteristic burst response (9) was easily recognized. The experimental setup is shown in Fig. 6 . The threshold for the burst in response to a resistance change in various individuals was between 50 and 100 ohms, which was produced by switching 1.1-1.5 megohms into parallel with the 10 kilohms of the fish chamber.
Stepwise reduction in total environmental resistance produced the expected attentuation of the fish's electroplaque discharge (Fig. 7) and increasingly larger bursts of electric organ discharge (Fig. 8) . The upper series of records in Fig. 8 show the magnitude and time course of the bursts recorded from the integrator, while the lower graph gives the increase in frequency accompanying each change in environmental resistance. The slope varies between 0.15 and 0.20 Hz/ lOO-ohm change. As noted by Hagiwara, Szabo, and Enger (14), the reflex burst appeared only after the first electroplaque discharge following closure of the switch, and any resistance change applied between pulses went undetected. It appears, therefore, that the size of the response is proportional to the change in the fish's own signal amplitude. An increase in chamber resistance produced a similar effect.
Exact threshold values for this response are difficult to obtain, as they depend not only upon the accuracy with which one is able to measure the resistance of the fish chamber, but also upon the subjective evaluation of whether or not a burst was produced in response to any given change in resistance. Threshold values ranging from 50 to 100 &CIII were obtained repeatedly. These are slightly lower than those obtained as a result of imposed pulses in this species.
Responses of a different kind were routinely observed with Eigenmannia as a result of changing the environmental resistance. A substantial change in resistance of the order of 1 kilohrn caused a prolonged drop in frequency of organ discharge which persisted for several minutes before returning to normal if the resistance remained lowered.
The maximum change in frequency with stepwise drops in resistance is shown in Fig. 9 .
In this case the total chamber resistance was 10.5 kilohms.
When the resistance was reduced by about 8 kilohms, the frequency of discharge was lowered about 4. The curve is asymptotic near AR = -8 kilohms, AF = -4.5 Hz, and shows a threshold near AR = -1 kilohm.
The curve represents a total of 34 measurements.
obtained, one consisted of a rather large reboundlike burst which accompanied a sudden rise in environmental resistance after prolonged reduction by several thousand ohms. In other cases, Sternarchus gave intermittent bursts in response to large changes in resistance or to the introduction of sine waves near, especially below, its own frequency.
This curious response, as recorded on a sonograph, is shown in Fig. 11 . The "pings" seem to constitute a burst of 15-20 impulses which momentarily raise the frequency by about 60 Hz. They also demonstrated that these cells are electrically coupled to one another and to the next most caudal cells, those of the nearby medullary relay nucleus. Axons from the latter cells descend the spinal cord to synapse on the spinal relay neurons which in turn communicate with the electroplaques. The pacemaker and relay cells fire once per organ discharge. In Sternarcfms the electric organ is of neuronal origin (1, 6, 7, 15), eliminating the final synapse. On the basis of present knowledge, one must assume that any change in organ discharge must reflect modifications in the pacemaker cells.
Our data clearly indicate an appreciable feedback exists between the input from electroreceptors and the pacemaker center in constant frequency as well as variable frequency fish, although each species responds somewhat differently to identical stimuli. The diversity of response points to the wide spectrum of electroreceptor coding employed by each species as well as the extent of sensory control of the pacemaker nucleus. In Sternarchus (15) and in Eigenmannia (9, 13) the electroreceptor code appears to be based mainly upon the probability of firing; the number of spikes in the receptor axons per electric organ pulse must be between zero and one. The upper restriction is due to the refractory period of excitability and to the high frequency of the organ pulses in these fish, while a low value of about 0.1 impulse per organ discharge is probably limited by a variety of factors including the absolute sensitivity of the receptors to low-level signals and the electrical constants of the receptor membrane. In light of this, the frequency shifts of Sternarchus and Eigenmannia that are seen in response to imposed a-c signals of similar frequency havr several interesting implications. If one assumes that the shifts observed in response to imposed a-c signals have the functional meaning of diminishing interference between nearby animals (26), one must also assume that these fish measure the frequency of their own signals as well as that of a foreign source with an accuracy of ~0.5 Hz. Any direct driving of the pacemaker cells by the electroreceptor input seems ruled out for several reasons. Since only the strongest organ pulses achieve a synchronous 1: 1 nerve impulse in receptors, the low-level imposed pulses are not affecting a change in these receptors.
Similarly, since the imposed pulses bear no constant phase relationship with the organ discharges, it seems unlikely that the phase or latency coding described in Sternopygus (4) 
